Reconstitution of recombination-associated DNA synthesis with human proteins
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ABSTRACT

The repair of DNA breaks by homologous recombination is a high-fidelity process, necessary for the maintenance of genome integrity. Thus, DNA synthesis associated with recombinational repair must be largely error-free. In this report, we show that human DNA polymerase delta (δ) is capable of robust DNA synthesis at RAD51-mediated recombination intermediates dependent on the processivity clamp PCNA. Translesion synthesis polymerase eta (η) also extends these substrates, albeit far less processively. The single-stranded DNA binding protein RPA facilitates recombination-mediated DNA synthesis by increasing the efficiency of primer utilization, preventing polymerase stalling at specific sequence contexts, and overcoming polymerase stalling caused by topological constraint allowing the transition to a migrating D-loop. Our results support a model whereby the high-fidelity replicative DNA polymerase δ performs recombination-associated DNA synthesis, with translesion synthesis polymerases providing a supportive role as in normal replication.

INTRODUCTION

Homology-directed repair of double-stranded DNA breaks (DSB) is essential to maintain genomic integrity. Homologous recombination (HR) is a high-fidelity repair process, and deficiencies in genes involved in recombination have been shown to predispose individuals to tumor formation (1). In HR-mediated repair, a DSB is processed to generate 3′-terminal single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), which is then bound by the ssDNA binding protein RPA (see Figure 1). Formation of the RAD51 nucleoprotein filament on such substrates involves RAD51 paralogs, BRCA2 and other factors, wherein homology search takes place. The 3′-ssDNA invades the homologous donor double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) to initiate DNA strand exchange. At this stage, DNA synthesis primed by the invading strand occurs (first end synthesis), after which the recombination intermediate can be processed in a number of ways, leading to non-crossover or crossover outcomes. The precise mechanisms by which DNA synthesis takes place during HR are not fully understood. In humans, 15 different DNA polymerases have been identified (2). The primary replicative polymerases epsilon (ε) and delta (δ) are responsible for the bulk of genomic nuclear replication, performing synthesis on the leading and lagging strands, respectively. Pol ε and Pol δ are the most high-fidelity polymerases in mammals, generating less than one error per 10^5 base pairs synthesized; they also possess 3′-5′ proofreading exonuclease activities capable of excising misincorporated bases, rendering replicative synthesis a highly faithful process (2). On encountering a synthesis-blocking lesion, replicative polymerases dissociate and translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases can be recruited to bypass these lesions (3). Unlike replicative polymerases, TLS polymerases lack proofreading exonuclease activity and synthesize DNA in both a distributive and low-fidelity manner (2). These properties of TLS polymerases allow them to bypass bulky or uninformative lesions in DNA, sacrificing fidelity to prevent DNA breaks that may lead to chromosomal rearrangements and tumorigenesis (2).

As HR is a high-fidelity repair pathway, Pol ε or Pol δ might be expected to perform HR-mediated repair synthesis, and genetic evidence in Saccharomyces cerevisiae supports this hypothesis (4). Mutations in the catalytic subunit of Pol δ were shown to result in shorter gene conversion tract lengths (5), and HR events leading to chromosomal translocations were found to be dependent on Pol32, a subunit of Pol δ (6). The observation that Pol δ proofreading exonuclease activity is required to remove non-homology from DNA ends during HR-mediated DSB repair suggests that Pol δ can directly access the 3′-end of the invading strand (7). Additionally, it has
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been shown that mutations generated during gene conversion in *S. cerevisiae* were dependent on Pol ε and Pol δ, but not the TLS polymerases zeta (ζ) or eta (η) (8). Finally, biochemical experiments demonstrated that yeast Pol δ was far more efficient than Pol η at carrying out DNA synthesis at Rad51-mediated recombination intermediates (9,10). While these data demonstrate it is likely that replicative polymerases carry out the bulk of DNA synthesis during HR, genetic evidence in yeast and vertebrates provides compelling evidence for at least some role for TLS polymerases in recombination. In yeast, mutations at regions flanking a DSB repair site were found to be dependent on Rev3, which encodes the catalytic subunit of Pol ζ (11). In humans, recombination was significantly reduced in cell lines deficient in Rev3, REV7 or REV1 (12). Pol η, a TLS polymerase involved in UV repair and antibody maturation, was shown to be required for efficient DNA synthesis in chicken DT40 cells (13). Additionally, biochemical experiments have suggested a role for human Pol η, but not Pol δ, in the extension of protein-free D-loops (14).

DNA synthesis during replication involves specific features that distinguish leading and lagging strand synthesis (15). Leading strand synthesis can be contiguous, extending over large distances and is executed by DNA polymerase δ (16,17). Lagging strand synthesis is discontinuous, extending only to the 5′-terminus of the preceding Okazaki fragments that may only be a few hundred nucleotides long, and is catalyzed by DNA polymerase δ (18–20). Lagging strand synthesis also involves displacement DNA synthesis to replace the RNA primer of the preceding Okazaki fragment with DNA (15,21,22). Both replicative DNA polymerases, ε and δ, are dependent on the processivity clamp PCNA, which endows processivity through tethering of the polymerase complex to the template DNA (23,24). As illustrated in Figure 1, recombination-associated DNA synthesis involves mechanistically different modes of DNA synthesis. Extension of the invading strand in the D-loop (first end synthesis) is akin to leading strand synthesis, as it can be contiguous. However, in leading strand synthesis, strand displacement is catalyzed by the replicative DNA helicase, whereas first end DNA synthesis from the invading strand in a D-loop during HR requires the displacement of one strand from the duplex template DNA without involvement of the replicative helicase (4). Mammalian DNA polymerase ε is incapable of displacement synthesis (25), and hence an unlikely candidate for first end DNA synthesis during HR. DNA synthesis involving the second end is also leading strand type in that it can be contiguous but does not require displacement synthesis. HR is a high-fidelity DNA repair process involving extensive DNA synthesis. Given the complexity due to the presence of 15 different nuclear DNA polymerases in humans, it is critical to understand which DNA polymerases participate in HR. Biochemical reconstitution has been the approach of choice to decipher the mechanism of DNA replication and identify specific functions for DNA polymerases and its various cofactors at the replication fork (26).

Here, we reconstituted a homologous recombination repair system with purified human proteins. While the fundamental function of many HR proteins is conserved. Some human HR proteins display different biochemical properties than their yeast counterparts. For example, the DNA binding properties of human RAD51 differ substantially from those of the yeast enzyme (27). Furthermore, human Pol δ lacks the processivity that characterizes the *S. cerevisiae* protein (28–30). Displacement synthesis at the lagging strand is different from displacement synthesis during first end synthesis in HR (Figure 1), involving displacement of a 5′-ending strand during lagging strand synthesis as opposed to displacing a contiguous strand during HR. Moreover, HR-associated DNA synthesis, excepting Break-Induced Replication (BIR), does not involve the replicative helicase and hence lacks the coordination of leading and lagging strand in the replication fork (4). Nevertheless, we show that human DNA Pol δ is capable of efficient and progressive synthesis on D-loops formed by RAD51 and RPA, in a manner dependent on the replication clamp PCNA and the clamp loader RFC. RPA greatly stimulates recombination-associated DNA synthesis by binding to both the displaced and template strands of donor DNA at D-loops. RPA also helps to overcome polymerase stalling due to topological constraint. While human TLS DNA Pol η is also capable of efficient D-loop synthesis stimulated by PCNA, its distributive activity does not allow for processive synthesis as compared with Pol δ. These results significantly extend previous data in yeast and vertebrates, supporting an important role for the replicative DNA polymerase δ in HR in humans and identifying novel roles of RPA during HR. The data allow for a supportive role for TLS polymerases in HR repair, in a manner similar to that performed during normal replication.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Proteins**

Native RAD51, native RPA, His6 C-terminally tagged DNA Pol η, DNA Pol δ (His-tagged at p58 and p13; this enzyme showed no difference to the untagged version), RFC with His-tagged p38 and N-terminally truncated RFA1 (this enzyme showed no difference to the full-length untagged version) and native PCNA were purified as described (29,31–35).

**Substrates**

pBluescript KS+ ssDNA and pUC19 plasmid DNA were purified as described (36). The 93mer oligonucleotide (olWDH1267, 5′-AAAGGGCTGTTACGGGTTATCCACAGAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATACAGAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTGAGCAAAAGGCCAGCAAAAGGCCAGGAACCACAGAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTGAGCAAAAGGCCAGCAAAAGGCCAGGAACC GTAAAA-3′) was obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies and purified by 16% denaturing acrylamide gel electrophoresis.

**Reconstituted DSB repair assays**

All reactions contained 2.4 μM (nt) ssDNA, 25.8 nM (molecule) supercoiled pUC19 and, where indicated, 0.8 μM RAD51, 20 nM DNA Pol δ or η, 20 nM RFC,
extended first strand, the second end synthesis is by a non-displacement synthesis. Likewise in SDSA, after D-loop dissolution and annealing of the displaced strand, the second end of the DSB is captured by the displaced strand pathway-specific, but it is unclear, how this specification is achieved. In the dHJ pathway, the second end DNA synthesis does not involve displacement synthesis per se, but after filling the gap may involve displacement synthesis once the extension reaches the 5'-OH end of the invading strand in the D-loop (first end DNA synthesis). There is evidence that this intermediate is already 5'-resected end. Likewise in SDSA, after D-loop dissolution and annealing of the extended first strand, the second end synthesis is by a non-displacement mode at least until the gap is filled. In BIR, the requirements are more akin to elongation during replicative DNA synthesis.

RESULTS

Human Polymerase δ catalyzes robust DNA synthesis at RAD51-mediated D-loops in a PCNA-dependent manner

As human Pol δ requires the accessory factor PCNA and its clamp loader RFC for efficient synthesis of canonical primer-template substrates, we rationalized that these factors would also be necessary for efficient synthesis during recombination-associated DNA synthesis (23,24). To investigate the role of replication factors in DNA synthesis of recombination intermediates, we reconstituted an in vitro DSB repair system using human proteins (RAD51, RPA, Pol δ, PCNA, and RFC) in a plasmid-based D-loop assay (Figure 2A). The reaction was carried out by first incubating RAD51 and RPA with a 5'-end labeled 93mer ssDNA in the presence of calcium ions to form competent nucleoprotein filaments (37). Negatively supercoiled plasmid (pUC19, 2686 bp) was added to initiate D-loop formation. Calcium is required for efficient filament formation by hRAD51, and chelation is necessary to allow ATP hydrolysis, necessary for maximum D-loop formation, and to allow DNA polymerases to be active. RFC, PCNA and polymerase were added to initiate DNA synthesis. As previously demonstrated, in vitro D-loop formation and DNA synthesis using human proteins does not require RAD54 (38).

The reconstituted human D-loop formation/extension reactions were efficient, generating ~30% D-loops (Figure 2B). Pol δ is capable of robust D-loop extension, and recombination-associated DNA synthesis is dependent on the presence of RAD51, PCNA and RFC (Figure 2B and D). In the presence of these factors and RPA, after 5 min incubation, Pol δ extended on average 48% of total primer termini engaged in D-loops, with 14% of products >400 nt in length, and 2% of products over 2 kb (Figure 3A and B, lane 6). We routinely observed products as long as 10,000 nt in these assays after 5 min incubation; longer products were predominant after 30 min incubation (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure S1). This is significantly longer than the 2686 bp duplex DNA template and demonstrates that DNA synthesis in these reactions is processive and proceeds as a rolling circle.

While Pol δ is capable of limited DNA synthesis in the absence of PCNA and RFC, its efficiency has been shown to be low (39,40). Consistent with these observations and earlier studies using synthetic D-loops (14), we show that in the absence of these factors, Pol δ fails to catalyze significant DNA synthesis at D-loops (Figure 2D), and
Human Polymerase η catalyzes non-processive DNA synthesis at RAD51-dependent D-loops

It has been shown previously that human Pol η was able to extend RAD51-dependent D-loops in a similar assay; however, the previous studies omitted deoxyctydine triphosphate from the reaction to limit DNA extension to ≤30 nt. Thus, processivity, polymerase stalling and the effects of DNA topology could not be examined (38). Here, we show that, like Pol δ, synthesis by Pol η is dependent on RAD51-mediated formation of D-loops (Figures 2B and 3A). However, unlike Pol δ, Pol η is able to extend D-loops in the absence of PCNA, extending an average of 46% of D-loops (Figure 3B). Pol η synthesis products were ≤400 nt in length, consistent with the more distributive nature of Pol η (Figures 2E and 3A and B, lane 11) (44). On addition of PCNA/RFC, an average of 68% of D-loops were extended and extension products increased ~2-fold in length (Figure 3A and B, lane 12). The low processivity of Pol η synthesis at D-loops and the mild stimulation by PCNA is consistent with its polymerase activity on canonical primer-template substrates (Supplementary Figure S2) (45). As with Pol δ, RPA allowed more efficient usage of the invading 3'-end and led to longer extension products of up to 500 nt (Figure 3B). These data appear to show that human DNA polymerase η extends the invading strand of RAD51-mediated D-loops with equal if not greater efficiency than Pol δ. However, Pol η uses more primer because it is more distributive, catalyzing the addition of 7–10 nt per binding event (46), and dissociates/reassociates with the primer more readily than Pol δ. Surprisingly, the Pol η synthesis products displayed a similar length distribution in D-loop extension and canonical primed templates, showing that Pol η is capable of vigorous displacement synthesis. As expected, Pol η catalyzes recombination-associated displacement synthesis in a less processive manner than Pol δ, leading to significantly shorter extension products. Like Pol δ, Pol η extends the invading strand in D-loops with similar efficiency (Figure 3B) to a canonical primer-template with the same sequence context (Supplementary Figure S2).

DNA synthesis proceeds via a migrating D-loop

Extension of D-loops by DNA synthesis might proceed by one of two non-exclusive mechanisms. In the first, the D-loop size is directly correlated to the length of DNA synthesis, resulting in an expanding D-loop (Figure 4B). Alternatively, synthesis might proceed via a migrating D-loop bubble of relatively constant size (47). In our assay, the first mechanism would result in torsional strain caused by a DNA synthesis-dependent increase in D-loop size, due to unwinding of the negatively supercoiled plasmid, at one supercoil for every 10.4 bp of D-loop formed/extended (see also Figure 4A legend). The length of synthesis products would be determined by the D-loop size at which torsional strain caused by loss of negative supercoils and addition of positive supercoiling stalls the DNA polymerase. However, if synthesis proceeds via a migrating D-loop bubble of relatively constant size, synthesis length will not be inhibited, as the plasmid does not undergo significant changes in supercoiling during DNA synthesis. Eukaryotic chromosomes are topologically constrained by various mechanisms involving the telomeres and interstitial regions, so that in eukaryotes this topological question becomes mechanistically relevant for DNA replication and recombination-associated DNA synthesis.

To distinguish between the two modes of DNA synthesis, we compared D-loop extension by Pol δ and Pol η in the presence or absence of wheat germ Topoisomerase I (TopoI) (3). Eukaryotic TopoI removes both positive and negative supercoils. In the expanding D-loop model, the torsional strain generated is expected to be relieved, resulting in an increase in synthesis product length. In the migrating D-loop model, addition of DNA topoisomerase is not expected to have an effect on the length of the extension products. In the presence of stoichiometrically saturating amounts of RPA and in the absence of TopoI, we observed significant transient stalling of both Pol δ and Pol η after ~100 nt synthesis (Figure 3A and B, lanes 6 and 12; Supplementary
Figure 2. D-loop formation and DNA synthesis. (A) Experimental scheme. The single-stranded 93mer is 32P-endabeled (asterisk). See also Figure 4A legend for aspects of topology. (B) Analysis of D-loop formation and DNA synthesis by Pol δ and Pol η at D-loops as measured by 0.8% native agarose gel. Percent D-loops were determined at 0 min. (C) Cartoon depicting analysis of products by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. (D) Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of D-loop reactions extended by Pol δ in the presence or absence of RFC, PCNA after 30 min extension time. (E) Same as in D, using Pol η.
Table S1; Figure 4). High-resolution analysis suggests that stalling occurs in a region of 50–150 nt synthesis (Figure 5D). Together with the change in supercoiling from the invading 93mer, this is equivalent to a change of ~19 positive supercoils. The addition of TopoI significantly relieves stalling at this region, allowing synthesis by both polymerases to proceed past this block (Figure 3A and B, lanes 7 and 13, Figure 4). With the exception of this region, however, we observed no significant differences in product length distribution with either polymerase on addition of TopoI, indicating a lack of torsional constraint in the synthesis of longer DNA products. We also observed a slight decrease in the overall DNA synthesis in the presence of TopoI (Figure 3A and B, compare lanes 6 and 7, 12 and 13). This was expected, as addition of TopoI destabilizes D-loops and results in a decrease of available substrate for the DNA polymerases (Figure 4B).

We next analyzed D-loop synthesis products generated by Pol δ under native agarose gel conditions, in the presence or absence of TopoI. While supercoiled D-loops are stable over time, the relaxation of the plasmid by TopoI destabilizes D-loops (Figure 4B). Pol δ synthesis resulted in D-loops that migrated more slowly consistent with increased size, as well as dissociation of some fraction of extended primer. Under native conditions, little difference in D-loop synthesis products on addition of TopoI are detected (Figure 4B). We next separated these products in a second dimension by 2D gel electrophoresis under alkaline conditions. We observed three separate arcs: Arc 1 (Figure 4C and D, labeled 1 in c, see also Figure 2C and D) is composed of extended primers dissociated from the D-loop ranging in size from 100–2686 nt. Arc 2 (Figure 4C and D, labeled 2 in c, see also Figure 2C and D) is composed of extended primers on nicked plasmid, where the displaced strand has dissociated on reaching unit length of the 2686 bp pUC19 plasmid, enabling rolling circle synthesis. These structures range in size from 2.7 to >10 kb in length. Arc 2 is only evident with dsDNA preparations that contain appreciable amounts of nicked DNA (Figures 2D and 4D). In the context of this product analysis, this was an advantage and allowed the differentiation of two-stranded structures (Arc2) from three-stranded structures (Arc3). Arc 3 (Figure 4C and D, labeled 3 in c, see also Figure 2C and D) is composed of extended D-loops where the displaced D-loop strand remains bound to the template strand, and synthesis proceeds via a migrating bubble. The species at ~200 nt of this third arc corresponds to the stalled region observed under one-dimensional alkaline gel conditions (Figure 3A). This species, present in the absence of TopoI, disappears completely on TopoI addition as a result of the relief of torsional constraint. In our system,
Figure 4. DNA synthesis proceeds via a migrating D-loop. (A) Experimental scheme. Single-stranded 93mer is \(^{32}\text{P}\)-end-labeled (asterisk). The dsDNA substrate contains \(\sim15\) negative supercoils (\(-\text{sc}\)). On D-loop formation with the 93mer, this changes to \(\sim6\) negative supercoils. For each 10.5 nt synthesized, one positive supercoil (\(+\text{sc}\)) is added, resulting in the accumulation of positive supercoils during D-loop extension. (B) Analysis of D-loop formation and DNA synthesis in the presence or absence of TopoI as measured by 0.8 % native agarose gel electrophoresis. (C) Cartoon depicting analysis of products by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. (D) Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of D-loops extended by Pol \(\delta\) in the presence or absence of TopoI.
Pol δ synthesis generated products greater in length than the 2686 bp pUC19 plasmid used as the donor template (Figures 3A and 4B and D). If synthesis proceeded via an expanding D-loop mechanism, after completion of the first round of plasmid-length extension, further extension would necessarily proceed via rolling circle synthesis, as the displaced D-loop strand would then dissociate. In our assay, this would require that the displaced strand be nicked to allow dissociation. Analysis of these products on native agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide showed no nicking activity present in the reaction (data not shown).

Our results indicated that DNA synthesis proceeded in an expanding D-loop, until the size of the D-loop was ~200 nt, at which time DNA synthesis transiently stalled because of the torsional strain caused by the buildup of positive supercoils ahead of the replication machinery. This strain was relieved by the dissociation of the 5’-end of the newly synthesized strand from the D-loop, and binding of RPA prevented reannealing, whereby synthesis continued via a migrating D-loop with a continuously dissociating 5’-end.

**RPA stimulates DNA synthesis at D-loops via binding to the template strand of donor DNA**

The ssDNA binding protein RPA is a crucial factor in DNA replication. It was previously demonstrated that DNA synthesis of canonical primer-template substrates is maximally stimulated by RPA addition to a stoichiometry of 1 RPA:30 nt ssDNA, the binding site size for human RPA (48). Extension of D-loops during recombinational repair synthesis requires displacement of the complementary donor strand by the invading DNA strand. The precise mechanism of this type of strand-displacement synthesis is not understood. It has been demonstrated that RPA binds the displaced strand during D-loop formation by Rad51, stabilizing the D-loop intermediate (42). This explains why we observe a reduction in D-loops levels in reactions lacking RPA in the absence of DNA synthesis (Figure 2B). On canonical templates, RPA binds both the primer-template junction of DNA, facilitating initiation of DNA synthesis, and to the template strand downstream of the 3’-primer terminus, facilitating synthesis by removing secondary structures (41,49,50). We hypothesized that during recombination-associated DNA synthesis from the invading strand of the D-loop, RPA would also bind the template strand in addition to the demonstrated binding of the displaced D-loop strand.

We observed maximum DNA synthesis for Pol δ at 2 μM RPA, a concentration that saturates the available RPA binding sites of both the displaced and template strands of the donor template, as normalized to the percent of D-loop products generated in these reactions. At concentrations above 2 μM, RPA inhibits DNA synthesis by Pol δ (Figure 5A and B, lanes 9–10; Supplementary Table S2). This is consistent with observations that supersaturating RPA is inhibitory to DNA synthesis on canonical templates (Supplementary Figure S2B and C). If, as in DNA replication, RPA binds to the template strand of D-loops, then subsaturating concentrations of RPA will be expected to limit the polymerase processivity in much the same manner as on canonical DNA substrates. This is exactly what we observe: at 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 μM RPA, where RPA fails to saturate the maximum number of binding sites, there is a marked decrease in processivity of synthesis by Pol δ (Figure 5A and B, lanes 3–7). In addition to lowered processivity of synthesis, we observe sites of replication stalling that become more prominent with decreasing RPA concentrations. We mapped these stall sites and found that several of the more prominent sites contain short repetitive guanine tracts, which have been shown to be prone to the formation of secondary structures (Figure 5C) (51,52). These stall sites at G tracts are also found in reactions with canonical primer-templates, which uses the same 93mer and ssDNA template that has identical actions with canonical primer-templates, which uses the same 93mer. Additionally, primer utilization was positively affected by increasing RPA concentrations (Figure 5B). At limiting concentrations of RPA, initiation of DNA synthesis was inhibited, as indicated by the decrease in primer utilization (Figure 5B). We interpret these results to indicate that RPA is bound on the template strand in the D-loop ahead of the DNA polymerase and suggests that the D-loop might be larger than estimated based on the length of the DNA synthesis products.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we report the reconstitution of human recombination reactions involving DNA Pol δ, PCNA and RFC. This reconstituted system provides the first evidence of an involvement of human Pol δ in HR and allowed us to generate significant information about novel roles of RPA during HR. First, human Pol δ efficiently extends RAD51-mediated D-loops (Figure 6). Extension of the invading strand is dependent on the processivity clamp PCNA and displacement synthesis can extend over significant distances of several kb. The efficiency of D-loop extension by DNA Pol δ is surprisingly high and indistinguishable from that with canonical primer-templates. These findings are consistent with other in vitro data using human and yeast Pol δ (9,10,14) (L. Krejci, personal communication). Together with compelling genetic evidence in yeast (4–8), these data suggest that DNA Pol δ might be the primary polymerase that extends the invading strand present in a RAD51-mediated D-loop. Based on the reported biochemical properties for calf thymus DNA Pol ε (25), it appears unlikely that Pol ε is involved in first end synthesis during HR, due to its inability to perform strand displacement synthesis. The genetic requirement of HR for DNA Pol ε in yeast (4) may suggest that this DNA polymerase plays a role in second end synthesis during HR but there is currently no experimental evidence for this (Figure 1).

Second, D-loop extension by human Pol δ proceeds as a migrating bubble as observed for T4 recombination (47) after an initial transient stall induced by topological constraint. D-loop extension creates significant topology problems. For every 10.4 bp of D-loop, formed either by
Figure 5. RPA facilitates efficient D-loop extension by Pol δ. (A) Reactions were carried out as described, with RPA titrated at the following concentrations: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 μM. Samples (30 min time point) were analyzed by 1.2% alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) Quantitation of synthesis products in (A). Numerical data and errors are in Supplementary Table S2. (C) Quantitation of representative sites of replication stalling (0–2 μM: average ± SEM, n = 3). (D) Reactions in (A), analyzed by 5.5% denaturing acrylamide gel electrophoresis. Arrows indicate examples of G-tracts on the newly synthesized strand that elicit polymerase stalling that is suppressed by RPA. The initial stall region due to topological constraints is suppressed by addition of topoisomerase I (see Figure 4D) and marked on the right hand side.
strand invasion or DNA synthesis, one positive supercoil is induced, which ultimately leads to stalling of the DNA polymerases owing to topological constraints. In cells, this problem could be solved by DNA topoisomerases, but there is currently no evidence for such a mechanism. Biochemical studies with phage T4 recombination proteins illustrated another mechanism to overcome this problem by extrusion of the invading strand at the end opposite, where DNA synthesis takes place (47) (Figure 6). In our in vitro system, we observed one- and two-dimensional analysis of reactions products that a fraction of DNA polymerases stalled in a region after 50–150 bp synthesis (Figure 4D and 5D). Importantly, this stalling was significantly suppressed by Topoisomerase I addition (Figure 4D, Supplementary Table S1). No other prominent stall sites were suppressed by topoisomerase addition, suggesting that only this initial stall is topological. Moreover, the majority of the extension products extend beyond this stall site, suggesting that this stall is only temporary. We propose that a significant fraction of the DNA polymerase stalls due to topological constraint after only 50–150 bp of synthesis (Figure 6). Extrusion of the 5’-end of the invading strand then switches the system to a migrating D-loop, which alleviates the topological problem and allows contiguous synthesis. This switch depends on saturating amounts of RPA. Insufficient RPA concentrations led to more significant stalling (see Figure 5), as previously observed in the yeast system (9), where subsaturating amounts of RPA were used. These results suggest a novel role of RPA in HR to bind the opposite template strand after extrusion during D-loop extension, which generates the substrate for strand annealing with the resected second end during Synthesis-Dependent Strand Annealing (SDSA) (Figure 6). The exact position of the initial stall is defined by the superhelicity of the template DNA. Presently, it is not known how DNA synthesis from the invading strand is regulated. A topology-limited D-loop extension could provide a mechanism to limit DNA synthesis in vivo during SDSA (Figure 1) or multiple invasion cycles (53–56).

Third. RPA is known to bind the displaced strand in the D-loop and stabilize D-loop formation (42) (see Figures 2B and 5). Here, we discovered a novel role of RPA during HR: binding to the opposite template strand in the D-loop (Figure 6). RPA suppresses polymerase stalling at certain sequence motifs, particularly tracts of G residues (Figure 5D). Importantly, the RPA-suppressed stall sites were the same in D-loop extension and extension of canonical primer:templates using substrates with the identical sequence context. It has been previously shown that during extension of standard primer:templates, RPA suppresses DNA sequence context-mediated polymerase stalling by binding to the template strand (41,57). During HR-associated DNA synthesis, the DNA polymerase encounters potential stall sites on the template within the confines of the D-loop, where the DNA is not under topological stress. While it has been demonstrated that PCNA can be loaded bidirectionally at a bubble (58), the structure of the D-loop is more complex and requires unidirectional loading. The architecture of the D-loop is poorly understood, in particular with respect to how PCNA can be loaded by RFC and how polymerase accesses the 3’-OH. Recent observations by Atomic Force Microscopy of human RAD51-mediated D-loops showed that the template duplex is sharply kinked, resulting in a 90° angle at the end of the D-loop opposite the invading 3’-end (59). This kink potentially induces the unwinding necessary to generate unpaired DNA that can be bound by RPA ahead of the invading 3’-end. The binding site size of human RPA has been estimated to be 30 nt, but RPA may also engage in binding modes with a smaller site size (41).

Fourth. RPA significantly increases the efficiency of primer extension by DNA polymerase (Figures 3A and B and 5D), which is a different role than preventing stalling after initial extension due to topological constraint and DNA sequence context discussed above. It appears likely that this role of RPA is a reflection of its role in DNA replication to enhance RFC-mediated loading of PCNA (41,50).
Fifth, consistent with other biochemical studies (14,38) (L. Krejci, personal communication), human Pol η extends RAD51-mediated D-loops, and we determined that the efficiency of primer utilization was similar to that of Pol δ (Figure 3B). Surprisingly, Pol η was able to perform strand displacement synthesis during D-loop that the efficiency of primer utilization was similar to extends RAD51-mediated D-loops, and we determined engages the high-fidelity replicative DNA Pol (12,60). However, a possible role for other translesion Z cells failed to identify a contribution of Pol η to HR (13), but studies in human cells failed to identify a contribution of Pol η to HR (12,60). However, a possible role for other translesion polymerases in HR cannot be ruled out (11,61,62).

HR is a high-fidelity DNA repair pathway, and we provide evidence that this fidelity is achieved by engaging the high-fidelity replicative DNA Pol δ. The length of conversion tracts during HR in mammals has been estimated to be between 1 to >10 kb in length using different cell lines and recombination systems and provides an estimate for the amount of DNA synthesis required (63–66). This extent of synthesis strongly suggests the involvement of a processive replicative DNA polymerase. Similar to DNA replication, translesion polymerases may provide a supporting role. Establishment of a reconstituted in vitro system now allows identification of additional cofactors that affect D-loop extension and D-loop dissociation.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1–2 and Supplementary Figures 1–2.
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